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Abstract. A set-similarity joins based semi-supervised approach is presented to mine Chinese sentiment words and sentences. The set-similarity
joins is taken to join nodes in unconnected sub-graphs conducted by
cutting the ﬂow graph with Ford-Fulkerson algorithm into positive and
negative sets to correct wrong polarities predicted by min-cut based semisupervised methods. Experimental results in digital, entertainment, and
ﬁnance domains demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our proposed approach.
Keywords: Set-similarity joins, Min-cut, Semi-supervised learning,
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1

Introduction

Min-cut based methods have shown eﬀectiveness of mining sentiment words by
sentiment classiﬁcation [1,2]. The procedure to employ min-cut contains three
steps. Firstly, candidate words can
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are connected to T . If these sets are subject to (VS ∪ VT ) = V and (VS ∩ VT ) = ∅,
min-cut on G is unique, which means that nodes are classiﬁed into two categories
S and T . However, if they are subject to (VS ∪VT ) = V and (VS ∩VT ) = ∅, nodes
in V − (VS ∪ VT ) can form the set U , where it is subject to (U ∩ VS ) = ∅ and
(U ∩ VT ) = ∅. Moreover, each node v  in U is classiﬁed randomly because it does
not connect to S or T . Therefore, if v  is classiﬁed correctly, the performance of
the min-cut based method can be improved.
We adopt the set-similarity joins (SSJs) to optimize min-cut based semisupervised approaches. SSJs can be methods that unify sets by their similarities,
that is, let Sim denote a similarity function. Given two values, Similarity(U, VS )
and Similarity(U, VT ), calculated by Sim, if Similarity(U, VS ) is larger than
Similarity(U, VT ), then U is joined into VS . Otherwise, U is joined into VT .
Therefore, nodes in U are not classiﬁed randomly but by set similarities. Experimental results on mining Chinese sentiment words and sentences show that
F-measure values are improved prominently.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section two, the related work of sentiment analysis on words and sentences is introduced. Our
semi-supervised approach is described in section three. Experimental results are
presented and analyzed in section four. Finally, in section ﬁve, we draw our
conclusions and outline the future work.

2

Related Work

The goal of sentiment analysis on words and sentences is to divide candidates into
positive and negative sets. The approaches can be categorized into three types:
unsupervised, supervised, and semi-supervised. For mining sentiment words,
template based and char based methods, as examples of unsupervised methods,
are presented to recognize sentiment adjectives, which computes collocation frequencies to recognize sentiment polarities in search engine and corpus [3]. As an
example of supervised methods, Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) is taken to
label sentiment polarities with features such as parts of speech, special chars, and
sentence patterns [7]. For an example of semi-supervised methods, the min-cut
based method is proposed to mine sentiment words on French and Hindi [1,8,9].
For mining sentiment sentences, as examples of unsupervised methods, positive, negative, and neutral membership functions are constructed to calculate
sentiment degree of membership to recognize sentiment sentences [10]. Conjunctions are applied to analyze complex sentences [11]. As an example of supervised
methods, k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) is used to analyze tweets with features
such as words, n grams, punctuations, and phrases [12]. Cross-domain sentiment
analysis is solved through constructing domain lexicons [13]. For an example of
semi-supervised methods, semi-supervised recursive auto-encoders is presented,
where words in a sentence are combined as nodes to build a tree, and these nodes
as features are used to predict polarities of sentences [14]. Semi-supervised methods have two advantages over unsupervised and supervised methods: (1) they
are with higher precisions and recalls; (2) they can exploit unlabeled data to
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alleviate shortage of training corpus. As a typical semi-supervised method, the
min-cut based method not only inherits these advantages but also uses relations
between samples to improve performances further.

3

Method

We employ SSJs, which will be introduced brieﬂy as follows, to optimize the
min-cut based semi-supervised method.
3.1

Set-Similarity Joins (SSJs)

Considering two set collections as inputs, A and B, SSJs can merge all pairs (a,
b), a ∈ A and b ∈ B, if their similarity is larger than some predeﬁned threshold t,
into a union set. The similarity function can be edit distance, cosine similarity, or
jaccard similarity [15,16]. In this paper, cosine similarity is taken as the similarity
function because of comparatively high accuracy [17].
3.2

SSJs Based Semi-supervised Approach

The ﬁrst step of our method is to construct a ﬂow graph with candidates. A
example is shown in Fig.1.
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where S and T are two end-points denoting positive and negative polarities
respectively. ai and bi are possibilities predicted by sentiment classiﬁers, which
is subject to ai + bi = 1 for 1 < i < n, i = j, and 1 < j < n. ci,j is the strength
of semantic relations. vi is the candidate.
Then, the graph may be cut into many sub-graphs by FFA as Fig.2.
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Fig. 2. Sub-graphs conducted by cutting the ﬂow graph with FFA

where 1 < i < m < l < j < n. There will be a unique min-cut for i − 1 = j,
which means that all nodes are cut into two sets. Nodes in GS,i−1 are classiﬁed
as the positive polarity, and nodes in Gj+1,T are classiﬁed as the negative polarity. Otherwise, there would be many min-cuts because nodes in Gi,m to Gl,j are
classiﬁed randomly because these nodes are not connected to S or T . Node sets
of graphs GS,i−1 and Gj+1,T can be denoted as sets VS,i−1 and Vj+1,T without
considering edges in graphs GS,i−1 and Gj+1,T . Therefore, sets Vi,m to Vl,j can
be obtained from graphs Gi,m to Gl,j in this manner. To avoid random classiﬁcation, which is the main deﬁciency of the current method, our method introduces
the third step: nodes from sets Vi,m to Vl,j are joined into the set VS,i−1 or Vj+1,T
with SSJs. For example, ﬁrstly, nodes in Vi,m , VS,i−1 , and Vj+1,T are constructed
as vectors vti,m , vtS,i−1 , and vtj+1,T , where elements in these vectors are nodes in
Vi,m , VS,i−1 , and Vj+1,T . Then, Cosine Similarity (CS) is taken to measure similarities CS(vti,m , vtS,i−1 ) and CS(vti,m , vtj+1,T ). If CS(vti,m , vtS,i−1 ) is larger
than CS(vti,m , vtj+1,T ), then nodes in Vi,m are joined into the set VS,i−1 . Otherwise, nodes in the set Vi,m are joined into the set Vj+1,T . Therefore, nodes from
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sets Vi,m to Vl,j are joined into the set VS,i−1 or Vj+1,T according to similarities.
To improve performances further, we adopt self-training to extend the training
set by selecting samples of high conﬁdences with a voting method. That is, for a
unlabeled sample, its polarity is predicted by both the sentiment classiﬁer and our
method. If these two polarities are the same, the sample is added into the training set. When the number of selected samples is over a predeﬁned threshold, the
enlarged training set is used to retrain the model.
3.3

Sentiment Analysis on Words and Sentences

We adopt the SSJs based semi-supervised approach to mine sentiment words
and sentences. First step is to extract candidate words and sentences and to
construct ﬂow graphs. For mining sentiment words, nodes are words, and candidate words are adjectives and adverbs. Semantic relations between words are
extracted by the similarity computation module in HowNet. Maximum Entropy
(ME) based sentiment word classiﬁer is used to predict the primary polarities
and to construct polarity relations between candidates and end-points. Then,
we construct a ﬂow graph of words with these candidate words and relations.
For mining sentiment sentences, nodes are sentences, and candidate sentences
are sentences containing sentiment words. Semantic relations between sentences
are built by calculating cosine similarities between sentences. ME based sentiment sentence classiﬁer is used to predict the primary polarities and to construct
polarity relations. Then, we construct a ﬂow graph of sentences with these candidate sentences and relations. Second step is to classify candidates into positive
and negative polarities with our proposed methods introduced in section 3.2.
Finally, samples with high conﬁdences are selected to improve performances.

4

Experiment and Analysis

4.1

Data and Evaluation

Data sets for training sentiment classiﬁers are collected from Sogou, Myspace,
and Alibaba in which each item is consist of a sentiment word or sentence with
its corresponding sentiment polarities. Sentiment word features are synonyms
while sentiment sentence features are sentiment words, sentence patterns, and
sequences of words [2]. Testing sets, which are collected from digital, entertainment, and ﬁnance domains, are provided by task one and task two in Chinese
Opinion Analysis Evaluation 2011 (COAE 2011)1. Its data distribution is shown
in Table 1.
We employ ME models as baselines. Min-cut based semi-supervised methods,
which are called McME because they use ME models to recognize primary polarities, are taken to demonstrate eﬀectiveness of improvement. In addition, we
select two sentiment analysis models Mc [2] and MKIMCV [18] in COAE 2011
to compare with our method to demonstrate eﬀectiveness on mining sentiment
1

http://ir-china.org.cn/coae2011.html
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words and sentences because they are the state-of-art of recognizing Chinese sentiment words and sentences in COAE 2011 [19]. F-measure is used to measure
the performance.

Table 1. Data distribution in three domains
Domains

Positive Words Negative Words Positive Sentences Negative Sentences

Digital
2134
Entertainment 1271
Finance
471

4.2

893
729
461

4920
961
308

755
268
209

Results and Analysis

The performance comparison of diﬀerent models for recognizing sentiment words
and sentences is shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 respectively. From Fig.3., we can gain
the following results: (1) our method outperforms ME model signiﬁcantly on
mining sentiment words. F-measure values of our method are about 13 to 16
percents higher than those of ME models; (2) compared with McME, F-measure
values of our method are improved by about 7 to 9 percents in three domains.
On average, F-measure values are improved by about 8 percents.

Fig. 3. Performance of mining sentiment words

From Fig.4., we can gain similar results: (1) our method outperforms ME model
on mining sentiment sentences. F-measure values of our method are improved by
22 to 29 percents in three domains; (2) compared with McME, F-measure values of
our method are improved by about 8 to 17 percents; (3) compared with MKIMCV,
F-measure values of our method are improved by about 3 to 5 percents. On average, F-measure values are improved by about 4 percents. From the results, we
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can believe that our method can recognize Chinese sentiment words and sentences
more eﬃciently.

Fig. 4. Performance of mining sentiment sentences

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We present a SSJs based semi-supervised approach that fully utilizes relations
between samples to mine Chinese sentiment words and sentences. Experimental
results in digital, entertainment, and ﬁnance domains show that F-measure values are improved by about 8 percents and 4 percents respectively, which means
that our method can be taken to mine Chinese sentiment words and sentences
more eﬀectively. Moreover, we believe that our approach is adequate for solving
binary classiﬁcation such as sentiment classiﬁcation when relations between samples can be gained. Future work includes: (1) to construct the optimal SSJs to
calculate similarities of sets of words and sentences; (2) to implement sentiment
analysis on texts with our proposed approach.
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